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Welcome to 2190 Lakeshore Road #PH 10B!
Rare WATERFRONT opportunity in this sought after prestigious building, Lakepoint.   Enjoy  the lakeside 
lifestyle  in the lower Penthouse 1 bed, 1 bath unit,  sure to impress from the moment you step off of the lift!   
Walkable and just a few steps to the downtown core yet tucked away, nestled quietly on waterfront property.  
Fantastic layout offering 876 square feet of living space, a large sunny terrace, oversized separate bath to relax 
in, large bedroom with access to the terrace and loads of amenities!  Spectacular LAKE views from the indoor 
heated pool, full gym setup, sauna, outdoor BBQ, games room, party room and library, this condominium is the 
one you have been waiting for. Beautiful Kitchen includes granite countertops with stainless steel appliances 
and a large peninsula to  facilitate entertaining!  Beautiful escarpment views to relax with your morning coffee 
with no obstructed views!
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We are a top producing award-winning team since 2009 reaching the RE/MAX Diamond Club level for 
2018 and a Lifetime Achievement Award for 2017. Our philosophy is to put our clients first recognizing 
their home is often their single largest investment. We offer an advanced technical marketing plan, 
in-depth market knowledge and unmatched attention to detail. Our team consists of 4 highly 
motivated sales representatives offering superior negotiating skills and a proven track record. We have 
a fantastic and dedicated client care manager and marketing manager working behind the scenes to 
ensure every detail is taken care of to ensure a smooth and memorable real estate experience.

Not intended to solicit persons or properties currently under contractual agreement. Only certain areas of the property were photographed, and give an honest representation at the time they were taken.
All information provided herein is deemed reliable but not guaranteed. *Sales Representative, **Broker.


